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In May 1985 the University of Massachusetts held the first conference on the parameter setting model of grammar and acquisition. The conference was conceived in the belief that there is a new possibility of tightly connecting grammatical studies and language acquisition studies, and that this new possibility has grown out of the new generation of ideas about the relation of Universal Grammar to the grammar of particular languages. The papers in this volume are all concerned in one way or another with the ‘parametric’ model of grammar, and with its role in explaining the acquisition of language. Before summarizing the accompanying papers, I would like to sketch the intellectual background of these new ideas. It has long been the acknowledged goal of grammatical theorists to explicate the relation between the experience of the child and the knowledge of the adult. Somehow, the child selects a unique grammar (by assumption) compatible with a random partially unreliable sample of some language. In the earliest work in generative grammar, starting with Chomsky's Aspects, and extending to such works as Jackendoff's Lexicalist Syntax (1977), the model of this account was the formal evaluation metric, accompanied by a general rule writing system. The model of acquisition was the following: the child composed a grammar by writing rules in the rule writing system, under the constraint that the rules must be compatible with the data, and that the grammar must be the one most highly valued by the evaluation metric.
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PostgreSQL: Documentation: 14: 20.1. Setting Parameters

All parameter names are case-insensitive. Every parameter takes a value of one of five types: boolean, string, integer, floating point, or enumerated (enum). The type determines the syntax for setting the parameter: Boolean: Values can be written as on, off, true, false, yes, no, 1, 0 (all case-insensitive) or any unambiguous prefix of one of these. String: In general, enclose the value in ...
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VFD Parameters Programming / Setting

Default setting is 0. P-01 maximum speed - Use this parameter to set the highest frequency the VFD will output. Default setting is 60 Hz. P-02 motor overload current - Set this parameter to the motor nameplate full-load ampere rating. Default setting is 100 percent of the rated VFD current. P-30 acceleration time - Use this parameter to define the time it will take the VFD to ramp up from 0 ...

Parameter (computer programming) - Wikipedia

An output parameter, also known as an out parameter or return parameter, is a parameter used for output, rather than the more usual use for input. Using call by reference parameters, or call by value parameters where the value is a reference, as output parameters is an idiom in some languages, notably C and C++, while other languages have built-in support for output parameters. Languages with ...
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Setting Default Values & Identifying Parameter ID | SAP Blogs

Setting Default Values & Identifying Parameter ID 4 6 22,969 In Continuation (adding the last section) to the post Defaulting sales area in VA01 by Mr. G. Lakshmipathi

Pull Request Analysis | SonarQube Docs

Manually setting Pull Request parameters overrides automatic detection. Parameter Name Description; sonar.pullrequest.key: Unique identifier of your Pull Request. Must correspond to the key of the Pull Request in your DevOps Platform. e.g.: sonar.pullrequest.key=5: sonar.pullrequest.branch: The name of the branch that contains the changes to be merged. e.g.: sonar.pullrequest.branch=feature/my ...
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Setting the HTTP charset parameter - W3

Setting the HTTP charset parameter. Intended audience: script developers (PHP, JSP, etc.), webmasters, Web project managers, and anyone who wants to understand how to set or send HTTP charset information. When a server sends a document to a user agent (e.g. a browser) it also sends information in the Content-Type field of the accompanying HTTP header about what type of data format this is. This ...sql server - Setting Parameter Default value to a Date ...

Setting Parameter Default value to a Date/Time. Ask Question Asked 3 years, 7 months ago. Active 2 years, 9 months ago. Viewed 19k times 1 I have an SSRS report built in Visual Studio 2017. There is a start and end date. The start being -1 week from today's date at 6am, and the end date being today's date at 5:59am. I'd normally set these values in SQL, but someones requested the ability to ...
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